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Abstract
Cells experiencing misfolded protein stress can become debilitated and die, consistent
with this stress being linked to numerous diseases. When misfolded proteins accumulate in the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER), the unfolded protein response (UPR) initiates mechanisms that
resolve this stress or trigger apoptosis, dependent on the severity and/or duration of the stress.
The nascent polypeptide-associated complex (NAC) is a heterodimeric chaperone that mediates
proper protein folding and localization during translation; depletion of the NAC promotes
misfolded protein stress in the ER, resulting in the initiation of the UPR in affected cells. The
relationship between the NAC and the UPR is not well understood, nor is it known if this
relationship differs depending on cell type. Our goal is to characterize this relationship in the
model organism C. elegans, where cell lineages display variable sensitivities to misfolded
protein stress. Via RNA interference, we are depleting the NAC in worm strains expressing cell
type-specific fluorescent proteins and characterizing the nature, number and position of these
cells throughout the life of the worm. Depletion of the NAC in worms expressing neuronspecific red fluorescent protein decreased the number of observable neurons in the ventral nerve
cord while mislocalizing a subset of the neurons that remained. Concordantly, affected worms
displayed movement defects consistent with disruption of ventral nerve cord function. The loss
and mislocalization of neurons in response to NAC depletion are consistent with previous
findings in C. elegans showing neurons more susceptible to damage and death during misfolded
protein stress relative to other cell types. Through these experiments, we hope to better
understand the role of the NAC during misfolded protein stress response and how depletion of
the NAC contributes to the debilitation of the nervous system.
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Introduction
The survival of all organisms depends on their ability to manage protein
synthesis, folding, and the recuperation of misfolded proteins with precision and accuracy. The
improper folding of proteins can lead to detrimental consequences to the cell, which can, in turn,
be detrimental to the organism. This phenomenon is known as misfolded protein stress, which
can occur in all cells and may result in toxic oligomer and fibril formation1. In general, misfolded
proteins interact with each other to form aggregates that build up over time to eventually trigger
cell death2. Misfolded protein can build up anywhere it the cell where protein folding can occur,
including the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), an organelle in which 30% of all cellular proteins fold
during translation in the average cell21. In order to avoid the build-up of these harmful aggregates
in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), the Unfolded Protein Response (UPR) is initiated. The UPR
is an intracellular signal transduction cascade initiated from the ER that regulates gene
expression pathways engaged to mitigate misfolded protein stress. To this end, these pathways
lower the level of misfolded proteins in the cell or if the cell is past the point of saving, initiate
cell death by apoptosis3. This balance between saving the cell and killing it is tightly regulated in
order to avoid erroneous cell death while also eliminating cells that have been irreversibly
damaged by misfolded protein stress.
In most organisms, the UPR manages misfolded protein stress by coordinating three
pathways that work in concert to trigger cell-saving or cell-killing activities. These pathways are
initiated by stress sensor proteins embedded within the ER4. With regard to cell-saving activities,
these pathways mediate the proliferation of both the ER lumen and the Golgi apparatus in order
to facilitate greater protein folding capacity and decrease the likelihood that misfolded proteins
will aggregate with each other4,5. They also upregulate the ubiquitination of terminally misfolded
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proteins and subsequent degradation in the cytosol by proteasomes5,6. This activity is often
coupled with the attenuation of translation to reduce the level of misfolded protein overall4. In
addition, the levels of chaperone proteins (proteins that aid in the folding of other proteins) build
to both increase the folding capacity of newly translated proteins while helping misfolded
proteins refold properly7. Each of these mechanisms is engaged to save the cell by mitigating
misfolded proteins levels, employing many strategies that range from the lessening of misfolded
protein via degradation to decreased protein presence via translation attenuation to the refolding
of misfolded proteins. If in the face of these rescue attempts misfolded protein stress is not
relieved in a timely fashion, the UPR also has the capability to kill the cell via apoptosis, a
genetically programmed death process that eliminates damaged cells by engaging killing
mechanisms within the damaged cell itself.
The chaperone family of proteins are responsible for protein folding and re-folding
throughout the life of the cell, and within this family is a subset of proteins essential for the
folding of nascent protein chains as they emerge from the ribosome during translation. These
translational chaperones are highly conserved throughout evolution, assisting in the formation of
functional protein domains by preventing the formation of inapt secondary structures before the
release of the nascent protein into the cytosol. In addition to protein-folding assistance,
translational chaperones may also play a role in the correct localization of nascent proteins
within the cell. Two of the first translational chaperone systems to contact the nascent
polypeptide chain in eukaryotes are the Hsp70-based Ssb network of proteins and the
heterodimeric NAC (nascent polypeptide-associated complex) which physically associates with
both nascent proteins and ribosome during translation8.
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The specific role(s) of the NAC in the management of both nascent protein folding and
misfolded protein stress are currently an area of interest due to the role of protein homoeostasis
(proteostasis) in human health and disease. Evidence indicates the NAC is a central component
in proteostasis due to both its role as a chaperone9 and its role in protein localization during
translation10. Specifically, the NAC is thought to help proteins fold during translation while also
shuttling proteins away from the ER and to other compartments of the cell, e.g. the
mitochondria11. As such, this alpha/beta heterodimeric complex would be essential for the
prevention of misfolded protein build-up in the ER, as it would prevent inappropriate protein
localization to this organelle that could overwhelm its protein-folding capacity and eventually
lead to cell damage and ultimately death12,13. The essential nature of the NAC to viability in
metazoans is indicated by the embryonic lethality observed in genetic knockouts of the NAC in
mice, Drosophila and C. elegans11. In addition to the NAC’s purported role in proteostasis, the
alpha and beta subunits of the NAC appear to have individual functions distinct from their
function as a dimer. The α-NAC is known to play a role as a transcriptional factor during the
differentiation of bone cells while beta-NAC activity has been correlated with changes in gene
expression in different contexts, including the up-regulation of proto-oncogenes in pancreatic
cancer cells14. With the potential of fulfilling distinct and perhaps complementary roles as a
dimer and as monomers, the role of the NAC and its individual subunits in proteostasis indicates
a complexity consistent the with the importance of tightly proteostasis to both the health of the
cell and the organism.
The central role the NAC plays in the management of misfolded protein and the balance
between cell survival and death aligns with observations that levels of the individual NAC
subunits are altered in human disease. Misfolding protein stress and protein aggregation are
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associated with neurodegenerative diseases including amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS),
Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s diseases and most other neurodegenerative disorders1,15;
accordingly, beta-NAC levels are known to be repressed in Huntington’s disease, while
Alzheimer’s disease shows a repression of α-NAC levels16,17. In addition, many different types of
cancer have been correlated with overexpression of beta-NAC, including gastric, prostate and
breast cancer 22,23,24. The putative roles of the NAC at the nexus of cell-saving and cell killing
activities during misfolded protein stress hint at these opposing outcomes. On the one hand, loss
of the NAC could lead to an overwhelming increase in misfolded protein stress in the ER of
neurons, resulting in their death, while overexpression of the NAC and/or one of its subunits
might prevent the otherwise appropriate death of a cell undergoing unnaturally high levels of
protein translation and folding, e.g. a cancer cell18.
To better understand the role of the NAC in proteostasis and organismal viability, we are
studying this complex in the model organism C. elegans. There are numerous advantages to
studying NAC function in C. elegans, including the highly conserved nature of both subunits
relative to their human homologues. In addition, the ER-specific UPR cell-saving and cell-killing
mechanisms employed by C. elegans during misfolded protein stress are highly conserved
relative to other organisms, including humans, and are well-defined and characterized. Finally,
the genome of this organism is completely sequenced, and the lineage of every cell has been
defined, such that any gene-specific and/or cell specific effects the NAC has in proteostasis can
be assessed efficiently.
My research project is focused specifically on the effects of beta-NAC depletion on
neurons in C. elegans. Previous research has shown depletion of either of the NAC subunits in C.
elegans increases ER-specific misfolded protein stress, a dramatic increase in apoptosis and
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embryonic lethality19. More recently, we have shown qualitatively embryos that survive betaNAC depletion become adults that display both missing/undetectable neurons as well as
mislocalized neurons with morphological defects. Here I will present the quantification of
phenotypes associated with a set of six neurons invariantly found in the same position in the
ventral nerve cord of the worm to determine both the scope and the prevalence of neuronal
disruption in this region due to depletion of beta-NAC. In particular, I have identified and
quantified phenotypes associated with neuronal gene expression, cell migration and extension
formation. My hypothesis is depletion of beta-NAC will result in a majority of my experimental
adults displaying both undetectable and/or mislocalized neurons with poorly formed axons
and/or dendrites.
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Materials & Methods
Care and Maintenance of C. elegans
C. elegans strains were maintained on Nematode Growth Medium (NGM) (Carolina
Biological). 200 µL Escherichia coli strain OP50-1 was used as a food source on each wild type
plate. Each strain was sealed and stored at room temperature 22 °C. C. elegans colonies were
replenished every five days by transferring worms to new NGM plates.
Preparation of Bacterial Culture
Cultures of E. coli OP50-1 and bacterial strains expressing dsRNA targeting ICD-1
mRNA were prepared using Luria Broth culture (Fischer Scientific). 15 mL of Luria Broth was
incubated with a colony of the desired E. coli strain and 15 µl of antibiotics (streptomycin for
OP50-1 cultures and ampicillin for RNAi cultures) at 50 µM to prevent growth of other
microorganisms at 37 °C for 12 hours in the shaker. After 12 hours, the cultures were transferred
to sterile 15 mL tubes and refrigerated at 4 °C until needed.
ICD-1 RNAi Plate Production and Time Course Design
RNAi plates were prepared as follows: 4.5 g NaCl, 25.5 g agar, 3.75 g peptone, 1.5 mL of
2mg/mL uracil, 0.22 g CaCl, 0.75 g of 10mg/mL cholesterol in 1462 mL of diH2O. The solution
was autoclaved, allowed to cool, and 37.5 mL of phosphate buffer (pH 6), 1.5 mL of 1M
MgSO4, 15 µL of 0.1M IPTG (required for induction of dsRNA expression) and 1.5 mL of 25
mg/mL ampicillin (for selection of dsRNA-expressing plasmid) were added.
To perform the ICD-1 RNAi time course, approximately 15 N2 adult worms were
transferred from wild type plates to RNAi plates. After 24 hours, the adult worms were moved to
another RNAi plate, and the progeny were observed. This process was repeated twice more each
after another 24 hours had elapsed, the adult worms were disposed of after the third transfer and
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72 hours of total exposer. Surviving progeny were allowed to develop and scored for number of
VA10, VB11 DB7, AS10, DA7, and VD11 fluorescent neurons in their ventral nerve cord, as
well as any other deviations in their neurons’ localization such as migration defects. These
observations were made on a Leica DM6B microscope with fluorescent capabilities, and images
were captured and analyzed QImaging Retiga R6 USB3.0 Color CCD Camera.
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Results
In order to determine the pervasiveness of missing and/or mislocalized neurons in C.
elegans undergoing misfolded protein stress, I depleted animals of the beta subunit of the NAC
(ICD-1) and visualized their ventral nerve cord using neuron-specific fluorescent proteins.
Adults worms were depleted of beta-NAC using RNA interference to specifically deplete the
mRNA of beta-NAC, and the subsequent progeny of these treated worms were characterized for
mutant phenotypes in their nervous systems. To assess theses phenotypes, I performed these
experiments depletion experiments in a C. elegans strain in which all neurons are marked with a
neuronal specific fluorescent protein. Specifically, I focused on six neurons of the worm’s
ventral nerve cord that are known to be invariant in their number and spacing and I determined
the prevalence of three specific phenotypes observed in this cluster: missing neurons, mislocalized neurons and neurons with relatively weak neuronal-specific protein expression when
compared to unaffected neurons. Previous work in our lab had established qualitatively the
presence of all three of these phenotypes in beta-NAC-depleted animals (unpublished data); my
research quantifies the levels at which these phenotypes are observed in treated populations
relative to untreated controls. My hypothesis is that the number of abnormal neuronal phenotypes
observed in the cluster of ventral cord neurons increases over the course of beta-NAC depletion
until abnormal neuronal phenotypes are more common than wild-type neuronal phenotypes in
the experimental population.
Over the course of the beta-NAC depletion experiments, I found an increasing number of
undetectable neurons in the ventral nerve cord as beta-NAC levels were diminished. Specifically,
I found that after 24 hours of ICD-1 RNAi exposure, four percent of the sample displayed four of
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the expected six ventral nerve cord neurons, 17 percent five, 78 percent six, and less than one
percent seven (Figure 1) . After 48 hours of ICD-1/beta-NAC RNAi exposure, about ten
percent of the sample displayed four of the expected six ventral nerve cord neurons, 19 percent
five, and 81 percent six. At the final time point of 72 hours of exposure, ten percent displayed
four of the expected six ventral nerve cord neurons, 40 percent five, 50 percent six, and less than
one percent seven. All control C. elegans displayed the full six expected ventral nerve cord
neurons.
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Among the neurons that were detectible, many still displayed mutant phenotypes that
distinguished them from their unaffected counterparts, specifically migration defects and low
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levels of neuron-specific protein expression (“dimming”). I observed after 24 hours of ICD-1
RNAi exposure five percent of the sample displayed the dimming defect and 22 percent
displayed a migration defect (Figure 2). After 48 hours of ICD-1 RNAi exposure, about one
percent of the sample displayed the dimming defect and 35 percent displayed a migration defect.
At the final time point of 72 hours of exposure, 13 percent of the sample displayed the dimming
defect and 15 percent displayed a migration defect. At a level that was not statistically
significant, I also saw two out of 452 experimental progeny with seven instead of the expected
six ventral nerve cord neurons and eight out of the 452 experimental progeny had the two
concurrent mutant phenotypes, dimming and migration defects. Of the control C. elegans, none
displayed dimming or migration defects.
Over the course of my experiments, the ratio of animals displaying non-wild-type ventral
nerve cords versus those displaying wild-type cords increased dramatically, and this non-wildtype population was always in the majority at every 24 hour time point. For the full populations,
we found that after 24 hours of ICD-1 RNAi exposure 47 percent of the sample displayed the
wild-type phenotype and 53 percent displayed a non-wild-type phenotype (Figure 3). After 48
hours of ICD-1 RNAi exposure, 37 percent of the sample displayed the wild-type phenotype and
63 percent displayed a non-wild-type phenotype. At the final time point of 72 hours of exposure,
23 percent of the sample displayed the wild-type phenotype and 77 percent displayed a non-wildtype phenotype.
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Discussion
To determine the pervasiveness of missing and/or mislocalized neurons in C. elegans
undergoing misfolded protein stress, I depleted animals of the beta subunit of the NAC (ICD-1)
and visualized their ventral nerve cord using neuron-specific fluorescent proteins. I found a
majority of worms undergoing misfolded protein stress in response to beta-NAC depletion
contain at least one phenotypic defects in a six-neuron cluster of cells at the posterior region of
the ventral nerve cord; these defects ranged from undetectable neurons to poorly expressing
neurons to mislocalized neurons. A very small percentage even contained an extra neuron in this
region. These results support my hypothesis that the number of abnormal neuronal phenotypes
observed in the cluster of ventral cord neurons observed increases over the course of beta-NAC
depletion until abnormal neuronal phenotypes are more common than wild-type neuronal
phenotypes in the experimental population.
The role(s) of the NAC in the viability and function of a cell has been the focus of our
and others research for some time, and questions about these putative roles remain. What appears
clear through studies in yeast and C. elegans is the role of the heterodimeric form of the NAC as
a translational chaperone 14. The NAC’s ability to bind to polypeptide chains and assist in both
the folding and localization of this nascent protein is evident in phenotypes associated with
depletion of the NAC; in both yeast and C. elegans, NAC depletion results in an increase in
misfolded protein stress in the ER 8,10. In addition, the NAC is known to bind to both the
ribosome and the emerging polypeptide. This chaperone function appears to be essential for
viability in many organisms because NAC genetic knock-outs are embryonic lethal in
Drosophila, C. elegans and mice. What is less well understood are the putative roles of the NAC
subunits when not associated with each other. Both are thought to play roles as transcription
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factors when not bound together, primarily in the context of cell differentiation. Alpha-NAC
appears to contribute to bone cell differentiation, while beta-NAC may play a role in red blood
cell development 25,26. In both cases, there appears to be a very specific role for these subunits at
a discrete stage of cell development, but what is not well-understood is the potential roles for
these subunits during a cell’s stress response to misfolded protein. Previous work has shown that
these subunits likely dissociate as misfolded protein accumulates in a cell, but it is not know to
what end 27. The outcomes observed in my experiments depleting beta-NAC from C. elegans are
designed to provide insights into the putative roles of alpha and beta-NAC as individual subunits
Initial studies of beta-NAC in C. elegans associated the function of the protein with
prevention of apoptosis in neurons. Specifically, significant depletion of beta-NAC results in a
dramatic increase in neuronal apoptosis in embryos, resulting in deformed and often inviable
progeny. Sub-lethal depletion of beta-NAC, however, results in adult worms with no obvious
morphological or gross movement defects. The state of the neurons in these surviving animals
has been assessed recently to show defects associated with the nervous system by work done in
our lab (unpublished data). Specifically, during the beta-NAC depletion experiments shown here,
I observed a decrease in the number of rab-3::RFP neurons in the ventral nerve cord of a
significant number of adult C. elegans relative to untreated animals, and those animals that did
contain the correct number of neurons often displayed mislocalized neurons and/or neurons
expressing weak fluorescent signal. More specifically, as the depletion of beta-NAC increased
over time (increasing the level of misfolded protein in the cells) a larger percentage of adult
worms contained non-wild type ventral nerve cords, and at all times during the experiments,
defective nerve cords were more common in the experimental populations than those worms
with wild-type nerve cords. In addition, untreated worms displayed no defective ventral nerve
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cord patterns, confirming what has been shown by others to be invariant structure and rab-3
gene-expression levels in C. elegans.
The neuronal defects associated with sub-lethal depletion of beta-NAC are all consistent
with, but do not prove, changes in gene expression in the affected neurons. Neurons missing
from the ventral nerve cord of beta-NAC depleted animals could be the result of the apoptotic
death of neurons earlier in development, but could also be the result of a loss of expression of the
neuronal specific rab-3::RFP. Neurons detected in the ventral nerve cord weakly expressing this
fluorescent protein relative to their neighboring neurons are very likely experiencing a change in
gene expression that could ultimately affect both the location and function of the neuron.
Evidence for these effects is observed in the numerous migration defects displayed in affected
animals. The development of a functional nervous system in any multicellular organism requires
accurate and precise migration of neurons to the regions of the animal that require enervation.
This migration process is dependent on neuronal-specific gene –expression that gives the cell the
ability to assess chemical gradients and interact with neighboring cells that help guide the neuron
to its proper location 28. Using the decrease/loss of rab-3 expression as a proxy for effects on
other neuronal-specific genes, my results provide a potential explanation for the migration
defects observed, that is, loss of beta-NAC results in changes in gene expression that change the
nature and therefore the function of the affected neuron. In light of previous evidence that both
subunits can behave as transcription factors on their own, one interpretation of my results is the
depletion of beta-NAC results in a relative abundance of free alpha-NAC, now able to act as a
transcription factor and change neuronal gene expression patterns, resulting in migration defects
and low levels of neuron-specific gene expression.
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If the nature and therefore function of a neuron depleted of beta-NAC is changed due to
changes in gene expression, one might these changes to result in discernible movement defects in
the affected worm, a rational next step in these experiments. The neurons of the six-cell cluster I
focused on in my studies are primarily motor neurons responsible for movement in response to
heavy touch, and assays designed to determine the ability of affected worms to respond to such a
stimulus are planned. A potential difficulty in the interpretation of these experiments is related to
the inherent redundancy of the nervous system. While my work is focused on the effects
associated with a discrete cluster of neurons in the ventral nerve cord, many other neurons are
also affected during the depletion of beta-NAC, and yet the affected adults rarely display gross
movement or sensory defects when observed. The lack of discernible neuronal defects in these
animals may be the result of redundancy in the C. elegans nervous system, which could mask the
debilitation or loss of any specific neuron through the activity of another neuron able to
compensate for the affected neuron’s loss. In addition, interpretable results in assays focused on
changed neuronal function will require a good understanding of the expected outcome in worm
with suspected changed neurons relative to its wild type counterpart. Nonetheless, even in the
face of these caveats and potential difficulties, experiments that specifically test the functionality
of beta-NAC depleted neurons in the posterior of the ventral nerve cord will provide insights into
the putative changed nature of these cells.
My results support the model that increases in misfolded protein stress in neurons results
in not just neuronal cell death, but changes in the nature of neurons that survive this stress.
Neurons affected by the depletion of beta-NAC as a sub-lethal level are not localizing to their
proper position and/or are not expressing neuron-specific proteins at the same level as their less
affected neighboring cells. In those cases where neurons are missing, these results may represent
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the death of these neurons earlier in development or the complete loss of neuron-specific
fluorescent protein expression. In many or even all of these outcomes, the driver of these
phenotypes may not be the accumulation of misfolded protein per se, but rather changes in gene
expression associated with the resulting stress response, changing the nature of the affected
neuron. Such a neuron may decrease or even stop expressing the genes necessary for proper
migration and /or function, even after the misfolded protein stress has been resolved in the cell.
Consistent with this model is the evidence that the alpha and beta subunits of the NAC can
behave as transcription factors when not bound to each other, and that these subunits separate
during misfolded protein stress.
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Understanding the pathology of neurodegeneration requires assessing the spectrum of
effects misfolded protein stress has on susceptible cell types, particularly neurons in which NAC
levels have been altered. Alpha-NAC levels are known to be depleted in Alzheimer’s patients,
while beta-NAC levels are decreased in Parkinson’s disease. Because the NAC is a translational
chaperone, significant depletion of this complex in a neuron is putatively linked to a strong
increase in misfolded protein stress resulting in apoptosis. If one of the NAC subunit is depleted
at sub-lethal levels, e.g. in both Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases, the changes in gene
expression driven by the other subunit as a transcription factor may alter neuronal gene
expression patterns enough to change the nature of the cell, even after the misfolded protein
stress is resolved (Figure 4). This outcome would phenocopy neuronal apoptosis caused by the
accumulation of overwhelming misfolded protein aggregations. Understanding the putative role
the NAC subunits play in changing gene expression in neurons undergoing misfolded protein
stress is important for the development of therapeutics for neurodegeneration; if we focus solely
on the resolution of misfolded proteins in these diseases, we may not still save the neuron from
debilitation. Elucidating all the contributors to neurodegeneration will allow us to better diagnose
and treat these diseases.
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